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SUPPLEMENTAL / GRADES PreK–6
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Imagine Language & Literacy®





Discover the only personalized learning program that simultaneously accelerates both literacy skills and English language development.






Celebrating 20 Years





Take a Tour
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Explore the Award-Winning, Personalized Curriculum































1.35x




Emergent bilingual learners using Imagine Language & Literacy at a district in Texas were 1.35x more likely to meet standards on a state English proficiency assessment









1.8x




Students at three districts across Texas achieved 1.8x greater growth on a standardized assessment compared to non-participating peers









20 years




Imagine Language & Literacy has been helping students exceed expectations nationwide for 20 years






















Imagine Language & Literacy Features and Benefits






Simultaneous, Personalized Language and Literacy Instruction




Imagine Language & Literacy is the only personalized learning program that accelerates both language and literacy skills development side by side. Direct, explicit, and systematic instruction and practice ensure students learn critical skills in four language domains. Personalized learning pathways adapt automatically to maximize engagement and progress, accelerating to match a cognitive leap or adjusting when a student needs extra scaffolding and support.
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Aligned to the science of reading




Not only does Imagine Language & Literacy teach the “Big 5” components of reading, but it also provides direct, explicit, and systematic instruction and practice of language and literacy skills in tandem — which is at the heart of science of reading research.






Learn More
















Accelerate, Differentiate, and Target Support




Reach every learner in your classroom and meet their individual needs simultaneously.




	Our proprietary Smart Sequencer™ makes decisions dynamically about what students will do next, accelerating to match a cognitive leap or adjusting when a student needs extra support
	The Action Areas Tool automatically groups students based on similar skill and standards gaps and suggests additional supplemental activities to support students who need extra support
	Our instructional model is proven to accelerate learning through skills instruction tied to a connected text
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Take the Product Tour











Start Here
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Celebrating 20 Years of Imagine Language & Literacy
















Since 2004, Imagine Language & Literacy has proudly partnered with educators worldwide to engage young readers, improve literacy, support multilingual learners, and empower students with foundational reading skills. Let’s celebrate 20 years of research-backed language development with fresh product updates, new features, and celebrations all year long.




20 years together… and it’s only the beginning.














Learn More
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Celebrating 20 Years of Imagine Language & Literacy




Since 2004, Imagine Language & Literacy has proudly partnered with educators worldwide to engage young readers, improve literacy, support multilingual learners, and empower students with foundational reading skills. Let’s celebrate 20 years of research-backed language development with fresh product updates, new features, and celebrations all year long.




20 years together… and it’s only the beginning.


























Equitable Learning for All Students




Students come to the classroom with a wide range of abilities. Imagine Language & Literacy helps build an equitable learning environment for your diverse body of students, so everyone can succeed.








Multilingual learners




	Human-voiced audio supports in 15 languages
	Specialized instruction based on student’s first language
	Language instruction infused into daily activities














Students needing extra support




	Self-paced learning for critical literacy skills
	Scaffolded supports with every lesson
	Direct, explicit, and systematic instruction














Advanced students




	Personalized learning pathways accelerate progression
	Students work on only the skills they need






























Don’t miss these program highlights:
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Game-based activities
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Smart Sequencer™
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Teacher resources
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Robust data
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Embedded Help Center
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Professional learning





























Discover Personalized Supplemental Solutions for PreK–6 Classrooms






Literacy Suite





Biliteracy Suite

















Accelerate Language & Literacy in Your Classroom






Contact Us
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Take us with you




Dive deeper into how Imagine Language & Literacy eases teachers’ workloads and motivates students.






Download Brochure

























Research
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Supplemental




Foundational







Imagine Language & Literacy Supports Academic Intervention in Tiered Systems





Read More
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Supplemental




Independent Study







Significant Early Literacy Gains for 3 Consecutive Years for Grades K–2 Students





Read More
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Supplemental




Research Brief







Imagine Language & Literacy Leads to NWEA MAP Growth in Grades K–5





Read More
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Supplemental




Research Brief







Gains in English Language Proficiency for Bilingual Learners in Grades 1–5





Read More
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Supplemental




Foundational







Imagine Language & Literacy Aligns with Research on Effective Reading Instruction





Read More
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Supplemental




Research Brief







English Language Learners Using Imagine Language & Literacy See Growth on iReady and ELPAC Assessments





Read More
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View Full Research Library















Impact










First-Language Support for David, a Third-Grade ELL in California















Impact
















First-Language Support for David, a Third-Grade ELL in California



















Awards and Buzz
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Best Solution for English as a Second Language category
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Best Foundational English Language Arts Instructional Solution
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Educators are saying:









“I’ve been an educator for the last 13 years. This is the first time that I’m able to identify… an individualized program that absolutely attends to my students’ needs, that provides not only primary language support but a level of scaffolding that we wouldn’t be able to provide during regular instructional time.”




Izela J., English Learners Program Coordinator
Cajon Valley Union School District, CA
















“It provides our students with repetition; it teaches them some of the basic reading skills that students need. And if a child comes to us with no English, we have the option of setting it in their home language.”




Dr. Wayne P., Curriculum Support Teacher
Mimosa Elementary School
















“We get these incredible reports and we’re able to see immediately how our students have progressed.”




Arlene F., Principal
54th Street Elementary, LAUSD
















“It allows students to engage in what looks like a game program to them, but is completely educational. It also supports the guided reading and balanced literacy and it allows for interventions and enhancements.”




Marisa S., Principal
Lynn-Urquides Elementary School



























Related Products and Solutions







Solutions








English Language Arts




Promote equity in literacy with a suite of research-proven programs — because every student deserves to read, speak, and write on grade level.









Learn More













Solutions








Dual Language




Help students achieve biliteracy with equitable and culturally respectful solutions that accelerate literacy and language development in both Spanish and English.









Learn More

















Solutions








Supplemental Suites




Our supplemental and intervention solutions support your school or district’s goal of a targeted and personalized learning environment for each student.









Learn More













Solutions








Science of Reading




Provide research-based early literacy instruction for all students.









Learn More
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